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.as ^ Ib.; 3 pk. as f bu. and so on; he is get-
ting the ratio idea in the ideal way.
(c) Reduction. He comes to see that
8 oz.=Jlb.; $£ =$J; T\ft.=i ft; £ bu.=J
bu.; that is, he changes his unit of measure
by grouping; he sees that 2 eight oz.=l Ib.,
or > lb.=J Ib. He sees 4 three inches as 1
-ft 4'4=r1ft .91b- -*-3 __ 3    .^64-2     3.
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FOR COMPARISON OF FRACTION VALUES
ft., or j\ ft.=J ft. It is in this way that
he realizes that he changes his unit of meas-
ure for convenience of thinking or telling,
and that accordingly he changes the number
of parts in the measured quantity. This is
the method of approach to what is called
"reduction of fractions to higher or lower
terms." In this the teacher sees an ideal
opportunity to get to review whole number
 This formal statement and illustration should
follow much concreteness, seeing and hand-
ling.
(d) The Unit of Measure in Addition and
Subtraction. The child has no new point
to learn in adding or subtracting. He adds J
pk. and | pk. and -f- pk. and has -| pk.; he com-
bines $i and $| and $| and finds he has $£.
He combines with reference to his unit
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CIRCLES ILLUSTRATING FRACTION   VALUES
facts. To sum up this in definite form, we
say: **We may multiply or divide both
terms of a fraction by the same number,
and the value remains the same." Por
example,
 of measure 4 pk., $i, just as he does
in whole numbers with reference to 1
pk. or $1. He sees that if his fractions
have not the same-unit of measure that to
combine them He must change them to the

